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David A. Hall, one of today’s foremost experts on Japanese combative culture, combines hands-on experience in a wide variety of martial 
traditions with an academic and religious background to produce this landmark work. THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF JAPANESE MARTIAL ARTS 
is an exhaustive, impeccably researched reference offering information about everything there is to know on the subject, from “adauchi” 
(a vendetta) to “zanshin” (state of focused vigilance before, during, and after executing a technique or combative form).

The volume opens with several sections to help make using the ENCYCLOPEDIA as efficient and effective as possible: Abbreviations, 
Quick Guide to Weapons and Systems, Historical Eras, guides to the Entries and Lineage Charts, and A Note on the Japanese Language 
and Communication Style. The Encyclopedia itself, which runs for more than 625 pages and contains around 4,000 entries arranged 
alphabetically with concise definitions, covers all aspects the many different martial arts that have developed in Japan. Readers will find 
entries on hundreds of classical martial arts schools and over 50 detailed lineages of these schools; over 300 combative systems; the 
master martial artists (both ancient and modern); and the roles played by Buddhism, Taoism, Shintoism, and Shugendo in shaping the 
spiritual and cultural lives of Japanese warriors.

Following the main portion of the work are several Appendices (Traditional East Asian Numbering Systems and Ancient Period Military 
Organisation), as well as a Selected Bibliography; and character indexes (General, Chinese, English, and Sanskrit) containing around 
6,000 terms.

With its vast wealth of information and practical, user-friendly organisation, THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF JAPANESE MARTIAL ARTS is sure to 
become the essential reference for the beginning martial artist seeking an introduction to the basics, as well as for the advanced student 
who wants a deeper understanding of the historical, spiritual and combative origins of the many different disciplines and schools. Ad-
ditionally, the book is perfect for scholars and researchers -who will appreciate the access to material previously unavailable in English- as 
well as for reference libraries and Asian studies and language departments.

KEY ELEMENTS:
•  The first scholarly, bilingual reference work on Japa-
nese martial arts
•  Provides clear, reliable information on terminology, 
etiquette, history, weapons, spiritual traditions, and 
more
•  Useful to beginning and advanced martial arts stu-
dents, scholars, researchers, libraries, Asian studies and 
language departments
•  Over 4,000 headline entries
•  Four indices: (General, Chinese, Sanskrit, and English) 
containing a total of over 7,500 terms
•  Other features include: 
* extensive cross-referencing; * source material not 
available elsewhere in English; * information about 
both classical martial arts systems and modern cognates 
(judo, karate, aikido, kempo, kendo &c.), * information 
on the key figures in the field
•  Vetted by several other Japanese martial arts scholars 
and prominent practitioners
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David A. Hall is a recognised authority 
who has been involved with Japanese 
martial arts for almost 50 years. He has 
a doctorate in Buddhist Studies / Mili-

tary History and is an ordained Buddhist monk. He 
lived in Japan studying martial arts for 15 years and 
now lives in the U.S. where he continues to be active 
in martial arts circles. Dr. Hall’s academic and religious 
background has allowed him to explore aspects of 
Japanese combative culture inaccessible to most. He 
is the author of many highly respected books in the 
martial and Buddhist fields.
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zah座法【坐法】. Sitting posture; methods of 
sitting.

zai1  采 [Also read sai][Abbreviation for saihai 采
配]. A commander’s staff or “baton. See: saihai; 
shikigu.

zai2  在. Eighth seal/character of the nine mystic 
letters (kuji) of the Kujih (Ritual Method of the 
Nine Seals). 

zaichi ryshu 在地領主. Lit. “lords who live on 
the land,” this is a 12th century term for landed 
warriors meaning “country lord.” These new 
land holders resided on their holdings in contrast 
to the zaiky ryshu who were absentee 
landlords living in the capital. Compare to 
shieiden ryshu. See also: kaihotsu ryshu.

Zaidanh Aikikai & Aikid財団法合気会 ＆

合気道. Relatively late term (c.1949) used by 
Ueshiba Morihei for the grappling system he 
modified from Dait Ry aikijjutsu into aikid.

zaike 在家. BUDDHISM—Abbr. for zaike 
bosatsud and zaike hosshi. A Buddhist lay 
priest.

zaike bosatsud在家菩薩道. BUDDHISM—
The path of the lay priest (zaike hosshi), often 
pursued by warriors at certain times in their lives. 
According to take (Interviews, 1989), Iizasa 
Chisai, the founder of Tenshinsh-den  Katori 
Shint Ry, followed the path of the Shingon 
zaike bosatsud. Other warriors, such as Uesugi 
Kenshin, Takeda Shingen, etc., also pursued this 
path. See also: zaike hosshi.

zaike hosshi 在家法師. BUDDHISM—Lit. 
“priests who live at home.” A lay Buddhist 
priest. Someone who has taken several, but not 
all, of the Buddhist vows. A number of warriors 
took these vows but did not enter the official 
priesthood. This permitted them to add the term 
nyd入道 (one who has entered the way) to 
their name. See also: kaihotsu ryshu.

zaiky ryshu 在京領主. Lit. “lords who live in 
the capital” this was a 12th century term for 
absentee lords who resided in Heian (Kyto). 
Compare to zaichi ryshu. 

zankan-j斬奸状. A written statement of the 
reason for an assassination; an assassin’s written 
vindication.

zanshin 残心【殘心】. 1. Combative 
awareness; state of focused, extended vigilance 
before, during, and after execution of a 
technique or combative form (kata).  2. Physical 
and mental domination of an opponent. See also: 
kiai #2. 3. KYD—Eight of the eight formal 
stages (hassetsu) in firing an arrow in the 
modern martial way of archery (kyd). Zanshin
is the process of remaining awareness. In the 
zanshin stage the archer watches the arrow 
flying to the target and waits for the bow string 
to stop twanging. He then lowers the bow and 
brings his feet together in the same stance that 
he assumed in the first stage (ashibumi). See 
also: hassetsu. 

Further readings in English:
• Hayes, 1994: 20-27. 

ZANSHIN

take Risuke (R) and his training partner display 
unwavering zanshin during a demonstration at the 

Budkan in Tky in 1979. 


